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Sections of the manual

• Login (Accounts)


• Target list


• Target detail, Creating target


• Observatories


• Upload (FITS, Spectra)



LaTeX version of your name and affiliation 
how do you want to see them in publications

Registering



Registering

Priviledges you request: 
- can add/register observatory for photometric processing 
- can add new targets to the main list, create own lists 
- can download images and light curves 
- can display the list of targets 
- can upload files (fits) for photometric processing

Each registration will be approved by the admin. If you 
are a new to this, please write some words describing 
your professional self and why do you want to use this 

tool.  

You will be emailed when the account gets accepted.



main list of targets

Target list



Target Map

Equatorial coordinates, interactive map, marking the Sun and the Moon positions.



Target list



sort by any of 
the columns

Define your filter 
below the list

default sort by 
observing priority

Target list



Targets filtering

only 6 important 
targets currently 

visible and brighter 
than 17 mag



Observing priority examples

Gaia19cnm 
Target Importance (Priority)      = 10 (very high)

Required cadence (Cadence)   = 1 day

Last data point taken (Dt)         = 54.8 days ago!


Observing priority = (dt/cadence)*priority = 548


Gaia19duw 
Target Importance (Priority)      = 5 (medium)

Required cadence (Cadence)   = 3 day

Last data point taken (Dt)         = 7.2 days ago


Observing priority = (dt/cadence)*priority = 12




Target grouping

select targets 
and add to your 

groups

add to existing 
groups or create a 

new one

display groups of 
targets



Target view

parameters of the target, coordinates, 
links to other surveys’ names, 



Target creation - Gaia Alert

Creating target from Catalogs

type-in the name or part of it

select Gaia Alerts



if not empty, follow-up observations will 
be read from Cambridge Photometric 

Calibration Server (CPCS);  

make sure the name matches the entry in the 
CPCS (with ivo://)

Target view



Target view

if not empty, ZTF alert data will be read 
from MARS broker

this buton will fill the  names of this 
target found at its coordinates



Target view

click to check out all available 
photometric data;  

refreshes the light curve with 
new data points

interactive version of the 
light curve plot (use for zoom 

and filtering)



Target view

download the photometry as CSV; 
CPCS name will appear next to 

each datapoint

all available photometry 
displayed in all filters

Interactive plot in separate window

JD,Magnitude,Error,Facility,Filter,Owner 
2456960.619,15.53,0.0,Gaia,G_Gaia,Gaia 
2456960.693,15.51,0.0,Gaia,G_Gaia,Gaia 
2457069.415,15.48,0.0,Gaia,G_Gaia,Gaia 
2458725.441863426,14.545,0.0569,"Goran Damljanovic, A",i(APASS),"Goran Damljanovic, A" 
2458726.3061574074,17.288,0.5007,"IST60,Tolga Guver",B1pg(USNO),"IST60,Tolga Guver" 
2458726.3078587963,16.502,0.3002,"IST60,Tolga Guver",g(PS1),"IST60,Tolga Guver"

CPCS data is shown 
with the filter/survey data was 

calibrated to 
(limits not downloaded)



Observatories

Lists all observatories already registered. 
You can add such observatory to your list or 

create a new one.



Observatories

click here if your observatory is 
not registered yet

click to add this observatory to your list; 
you will now be able to upload and 

process the data from this observatory 



Creating a new observatory

OBS_INFO file with information about 
the observatory and header 

explanations  
(contact us for details)

example fits file collected 
with this observatory



5

Photometric data uploading

this tab to upload 
data

name in CPCS 
must be provided add file: 

ASCI, FITS format 
or CSV table



Photometric data uploading - ASCII file

instrumental 
photometry file

example text file 

at least 4 columns 
provided:

MAG_AUTO
MAGERR_AUTO
ALPHA_J2000
DELTA_J2000

uploading ASCI file 
with instrumental 

photometry



Photometric data uploading - ASCII file

complete the details  
of observation

select matching radius to 
match [RA, Dec] with 

catalogue coordinates

select the observatory 
where the data were 

taken

select the catalogue 
filter to calibrate the data 

Dry Run option



Photometric data uploading - FITS image

FITS files processing  
(automatic, based on 

information provided during 
creation of account and 

approved by admin)

uploading 
FITS image after 

standard calibration 
(bias, dark, flat-field 
frames reduction)



Photometric data uploading - FITS image

complete the details  
of observation

select matching radius to 
match [RA, Dec] with 

catalogue coordinates

select the catalogue 
filter to calibrate the data 

select the observatory 
where the data were 

taken

Dry Run option



Checking the results of photometric calibration
this tab to see the 

uploaded data

checking the details 
and removing the data 
possible only for your 

files

this button to see the 
details of calibration



Checking the results of photometric calibration

diagram showing best 
matching to catalogue data 

in selected filterresults of data 
processing and 

calibration 
original FITS image 
and ASCI file with 

instrumental 
photometry

absolute magnitude 
after calibration 



Photometric data uploading - CSV table

photometric time-series, e.g. 
downloaded from AAVSO 

database

example CSV table

uploading CSV file with 
photometric data



Spectra uploading

this tab to upload 
data

select spectroscopy

add file

# DATE-OBS: 2019-12-09

wavelength flux

3341.26928710937  1.464014E-16

3345.34836769104  1.447222E-16

3349.4274482727  7.000821E-17

3353.50652885437  4.936740E-17

3357.58560943603  7.570946E-17

example text file



Spectra uploading

Download as txt



Useful tips

• How to quickly find your target? 
https://bh-tom.astrolabs.pl/bhlist/?name=Gaia20fnr


• Automatisated running (scripting) is possible, more details 
later :)

https://bh-tom.astrolabs.pl/bhlist/?name=Gaia20fnr

